Election of Members of the House of Laity

Stage 1
Quota = 48.75

Stage 2
Excluding JOHNSON, Dr Martin
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from JOHNSON, Dr Martin: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to NIXON, Dr Thomas: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00

Stage 3
Excluding CHAPLIN, Dr Jonathan
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from CHAPLIN, Dr Jonathan: 9 at 1.00 = 9.00
Transfer to COOKE, Dr Felicity: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to FYTCHE, Miss Hannah: 3 at 1.00 = 3.00
Transfer to NIXON, Dr Thomas: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to TAYLOR, Canon Elizabeth: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00

Stage 4
Tie involving
MORGAN, Mr Richard
NIXON, Dr Thomas

Excluding NIXON, Dr Thomas
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from NIXON, Dr Thomas: 15 at 1.00 = 15.00
Transfer to BERRY, David: 3 at 1.00 = 3.00
Transfer to COOKE, Dr Felicity: 5 at 1.00 = 5.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to FYTCHE, Miss Hannah: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to MORGAN, Mr Richard: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to TAYLOR, Canon Elizabeth: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00

Stage 5
Excluding MORGAN, Mr Richard
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from MORGAN, Mr Richard: 17 at 1.00 = 17.00
Transfer to BERRY, David: 8 at 1.00 = 8.00
Transfer to COOKE, Dr Felicity: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to FYTCHE, Miss Hannah: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00
Transfer to TAYLOR, Canon Elizabeth: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00

Stage 6
Tie involving
FYTCHE, Miss Hannah
BERRY, David

Excluding BERRY, David
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from BERRY, David: 27 at 1.00 = 27.00
Transfer to COOKE, Dr Felicity: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 13 at 1.00 = 13.00
Transfer to FYTCHE, Miss Hannah: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00
Transfer to TAYLOR, Canon Elizabeth: 1 at 1.00 = 1.00
Transfer to TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher: 4 at 1.00 = 4.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 6 at 1.00 = 6.00

Stage 7
Excluding FYTCHE, Miss Hannah
Transferring papers worth 1.00
Transfer from FYTCHE, Miss Hannah: 29 at 1.00 = 29.00
Transfer to COOKE, Dr Felicity: 12 at 1.00 = 12.00
Transfer to COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca: 5 at 1.00 = 5.00
Transfer to TAYLOR, Canon Elizabeth: 7 at 1.00 = 7.00
Transfer to TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher: 3 at 1.00 = 3.00
Transfer to Non-transferable: 2 at 1.00 = 2.00

**COOKE, Dr Felicity ELECTED**
With 52.00 over quota 48.75

**COWBURN, Mrs Rebecca ELECTED**
With 50.00 over quota 48.75

**TOWNSEND, Mr Christopher ELECTED**
With 46.00

***Finished***